
 

Senior FDA career executives: We're following the science 

to protect public health in pandemic 
We are committed to making decisions guided by the best evidence. Our approach has 
been and must remain the gold standard that all can rely upon. 
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A lot has been said and written recently about the Food and Drug Administration. The integrity and 
independence of the agency have been called into question.  

We are the senior career civil servants who direct the work of the various centers at the FDA. Together 
we are responsible for over 17,000 employees, and among us we have over 100 years of experience at 
FDA. We care deeply about our agency, its mission and its people. 

The current FDA was created about a decade before the 1918 pandemic. Congress established our 
predecessor, then in the Department of Agriculture’s Bureau of Chemistry, to protect the public from 
unsafe foods and remedies. Since then, the scope of our work has increased to address emerging public 
health issues, promoting innovation while ensuring safety for the products that we regulate.  

The foundational and fundamental principles of the FDA, however, remain steadfast: to protect and 
promote the health and well-being of the American public, and to base our decisions in support of our 
public health mission on sound science. 

COVID challenges for FDA  

Over the years, the FDA has encountered numerous challenges and criticisms. We understand that — it 
comes with the territory. It is not possible for an agency with the impact and reach of the FDA to do its 
job without inviting controversy and disagreement, particularly when health or even life is at risk. 
Nevertheless, when protecting the public health is our beacon, and sound science is our guide to 
navigate controversial waters, we stay true to our mission as we fulfill our duty to the public. 

The current pandemic presents new challenges for our country, for the entire health care community and 
all levels of government, including the FDA. We continue to make decisions on the safety and 
effectiveness of medical products based on the available science, even when the full scientific picture 
remains incomplete. And with such decision-making has come criticism from some of our many 
stakeholders, as we would expect in a free society where scientific information can be openly debated. 
The FDA is at its best when its scientific, clinical and other experts are free to do what they do best 
— follow the science to address the public health issues and revise policy if the understanding of the 
science changes. 
 
We absolutely understand that the FDA, like other federal executive agencies, operates in a political 
environment. That is a reality that we must navigate adeptly while maintaining our independence to 
ensure the best possible outcomes for public health.  
 
When it comes to decisions to authorize or approve the products we regulate, or to take appropriate 
action when we uncover safety issues, we and our career staff do the best by public health when we are 
the decision-makers, arriving at those decisions based on our unbiased evaluation of the scientific 
evidence. 
 



Maintaining the American public’s trust in the FDA is vital. If the agency’s credibility is lost because of 
real or perceived interference, people will not rely on the agency’s safety warnings. Erosion of public trust 
will leave consumers and patients doubting our recommendations, less likely to enroll in clinical 
studies or to use FDA-regulated products when they should to maintain or improve their health. This is 
problematic under normal circumstances but especially if we are to ultimately overcome COVID-19. 
Protecting the FDA’s independence is essential if we are to do the best possible job of protecting public 
health and saving lives. 

Health of Americans is our beacon 

The FDA staff is dedicated to advancing public health. We are physicians, pharmacists, nurses, 
engineers, veterinarians, nutritional scientists, microbiologists, chemists, toxicologists, and 
many other professionals and support staff who share a common mission. All of us have 
dedicated our professional lives to public health. Over the years we have encountered opinions 
or ideas brought forward by our stakeholders that have initially seemed promising, only to be 
found flawed once subjected to sound scientific review. It is why we are always learning and 
innovating, be it in the regulation of medical products, foods, or tobacco products. It’s why we 
have a scientific method. And it’s why we have the FDA. 

Coronavirus journey:Don't count on herd immunity for COVID-19 yet. A vaccine is the 
best way to get there. 

We will work with agency leadership to maintain FDA’s steadfast commitment to ensuring our 
decisions will continue to be guided by the best science. Our approach has been and must 
remain the gold standard that all can rely upon. We want the American people to know that the 
FDA’s 17,000 plus career staff will continue to work to the best of our ability on their behalf, 
and with their health and well-being as our beacon. 

Janet Woodcock, MD, is Director or the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
Patrizia Cavazzoni, MD,  is Acting Director of the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research.  
Peter Marks MD, PhD, is Director of the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research.  
Judy McMeekin is Associate Commissioner for Regulatory Affairs.  
Jeff Shuren is Director of the Center for Devices and Radiological Health.  
Susan Mayne is Director of the Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition.  
Steven Solomon is Director of the Center for Veterinary Medicine.  
Mitch Zeller is Director of the Center for Tobacco Products.  
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 Senior FDA Career Civil Servants  

 Pinkie Swear Too 

 The Regulatory Watchcat 

Uh-oh. 

When senior FDA career civil servants start waxing lofty about the agency’s history, its mission, 

principles, gold standards, and beacons, instead of program objectives and accomplishments, it’s 

time to bar the doors and windows and hunker down. 

When they start describing themselves as civil servants and talking about their collective years of 

experience, their dedication, and how deeply they care…gulp.  It’s time to put your seatback and tray 

in an upright position, fasten your seatbelt, and note the locations of the nearest emergency exits. 

When they feel compelled to repeat “career staff” four times…OMG, what does that mean?  Are they 

trying to distance themselves from the elected?  I can certainly see why they might want to…really, 

who wouldn’t…but it evokes “career politician,” and you don’t have to be elected to be one of those.  

It also seems kin to “tenured faculty,” which doesn’t always carry awesome connotations, either. 

Who are these people, anyway, and what do they have to do with the issue of the moment, a growing 

lack of public confidence in, with apologies to Hervé Villechaize, “The vaccine! The vaccine!”?   

With respect to this issue, what does it matter if the directors of the centers for food, tobacco, or 

veterinary medicine follow the science or not?  As far as I know, they haven’t authorized a single 

COVID-19 product thus far, nor do they seem likely to.  Of the three who have, they are not heads of 

the center that will have responsibility for the vaccine.  That would be Peter Marks, and, when it 

comes to a COVID-19 product, the vaccine will be his first rodeo, so what does he know.  Are they 

gathering around him like a shield? 

Marks has been quoted by the media as being committed to resigning if…well, who knows what, 

exactly.  He apparently said it behind closed doors, and I set too little store in the competency of the 

media to accept what it quoted as what he said.  If he said anything of the sort, it would have been 

far more confidence inspiring if he had simply issued that commitment to the public in writing.  

Perhaps this group hug is an alternative to that. 

The integrity and independence of the agency have been called into question. 

The first thing that came to mind when I read the FDA senior staff pinkie swear was a statement by 

someone else whose integrity had been called into question, leading me to paraphrase, “There can 

be no whitewash at White Oak.”  I can’t help but wonder, if, like the original, the current statement 

may reveal, as much as anything, a complete disconnect from the mood of the country.  They are 

safely cocooned inside same bubble, after all. 

It also occurred to me that the statement might have been aptly titled, “Senior FDA emperors try to 

convince the public that their new clothes are every bit as…well, clothes…as the old ones.” 

We're following the science 

I don’t know when this phrase came into vogue, nor where it came from.  I’m pretty sure it didn’t 

come from scientists, as I’ve never heard any scientists say this.  It always makes me think of Hansel 

and Gretel, except I’ve never known science to leave breadcrumbs. 
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It also evokes “follow the evidence.” This phrase doesn’t come from scientists, but from investigators, 

usually of the law enforcement variety.  Since FDA is a law enforcement agency, maybe I’m onto 

something here.  Maybe they have confused evidence (their comfy zone) with science (their twilight 

zone).  Maybe that was McMeekin’s contribution, as I can’t otherwise figure out what enforcement-

oriented field operations might have brought to this party, except that, without McMeekin, the 17,000 

FDA staff claimed collectively by the eight of them would shrink by nearly a third. 

What I know of FDA and “science” is that it seems to be mostly a label that FDA and others are 

intent on plastering over anything that moves, from “clinical science” to “patient science” to “data 

science” to the appalling “regulatory s-word.”  (I will neither speak nor type this term.)  Like 

“innovation,” it is repeated ad nauseum, like a rosary, as if in the hope that saying it might Make It 

So, or, at the very least, that its absence might be overlooked in the din of repetition, and its 

presence assumed. 

When it comes to decisions to authorize or approve the products we regulate, or to take appropriate action when we uncover safety 

issues, we and our career staff do the best by public health when we are the decision-makers, arriving at those decisions based on 

our unbiased evaluation of the scientific evidence. 

It seems to me that this statement stands in glaring contradiction to FDA’s recent track record with 

emergency authorizations. 

One of the most memorable things I’ve seen thus far in this pandemic was the website of a company 

marketing a COVID-19 product for which it had received an EUA.  It described the data it had 

available to support its product, with the caveat:  “These data have not been reviewed by FDA.” This 

begs the question of exactly how FDA is going arrive at decisions based on scientific evidence it has 

never seen. 

I tend to see a plea to bias as a misdirect toward things of the mind rather than the natural world. A 

lack of bias is a useful, but not critical, condition for a meaningful evaluation of scientific evidence.  

What is required is scientific competence, and also actual evidence. Scientific evidence, properly 

collected, analyzed, and reviewed, is fairly resistant to bias, and full transparency can assure proper 

collection, analysis, and review, regardless of bias. This is presumably why FDA will approve products 

based on data collected in clinical trials by clinical investigators who have a financial stake in the 

product, to say nothing of the manufacturers who sponsor their trials.  

This statement strikes me as potentially closer to the reality: 

We continue to make decisions on the safety and effectiveness of medical products based on the available science, even when 

the full scientific picture remains incomplete. 

As in, the full scientific picture remains incomplete, because FDA’s “gold standard” does not 

necessarily require the science to be made available to FDA for its review.  When it comes to COVID-

19 products, I might even say the standard has at times been made of tin. 

We care deeply about our agency, its mission and its people. 

I have done my time with those who profess to “care deeply” and I learned only too well how little it 

is worth.  Caring deeply is an emotional orientation that requires zero investment of time and effort.  

I have found it most often serves as a substitute for action.  It doesn’t matter what you do or don’t 

do, as along as you “care deeply.”  Unlike good intentions, caring deeply probably doesn’t pave the 

road to hell.  Instead, caring deeply does absolutely nothing at all.  But it does have quite the noble 

ring to it, doesn’t it? 
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the scope of our work has increased to address emerging public health issues, promoting innovation while ensuring safety for the 

products that we regulate 

Innovation = Venture capitalists = Get rich quick.  This may well explain in its entirety the wild-eyed 

rush to a vaccine. BARDA has, after all, been described as a venture capitalist firm inside the federal 

government.  And venture capitalists actually want most of their ventures to fail.  Now that’s 

something to think about, isn’t it? 

As for “ensuring” anything, for me the term is just a painful reminder that the agency has no clue 

about the difference between “ensuring” and “assuring,” which I sadly suspect explains a lot. 

Maintaining the American public’s trust in the FDA is vital.  

Well, wake up and smell the EUAs, guys.  That vitality is fading fast. 

If the agency’s credibility is lost because of real or perceived interference  

You know what? It doesn’t matter if it is because of interference, a magic spell, or just because y’all 

woke up one morning and said, what the heck, let’s just rubberstamp as many COVID-19 products 

onto the market as we can.  What matters is that you did it.  And did it.  And did it.  Actions actually 

do speak louder than words. 

It’s why we have the FDA. 

I wonder if these deeply caring senior career civil servants know how many people…and I mean just 

plain ordinary folks…have been asking lately, “Then why even have an FDA?”  Why, indeed.  That 

sucking sound you hear might be FDA as we know it (or thought we knew it) finally drowned and 

disappearing down the bathtub drain. 

We want the American people to know that the FDA’s 17,000 plus career staff will continue to work to the best of our ability on 

their behalf, and with their health and well-being as our beacon 

We pinkie swear.  Now, don’t you feel better already?   

Me neither. 

_________________________________________ 

So. That was the best I could do, with something of an effort to mirror my assessment of the vaccine 

makers pinkie swear.  Not laced with as much of my typical dark humor, I know, but when it is 

“senior FDA career civil servants” who are pinkie swearing, my humor can easily wear thin. 

From here I was going to muse a bit about their purpose and target audience, but the “bit” quickly 

grew into “a thing,” which I decided would be best taken up separately.   

To be continued, soon… 

Julie Omohundro 

The Regulatory Watchcat 


